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A good business plan can help you secure finance, define the direction of your business and create strategies to
achieve your goals.

Your business plan should also help everyone, from employees to potential investors, to understand your
business mission and values. Which four or five accurately describe your issue right now? Time spent on
writing a page business plan would be better spent talking, selling, and understanding customers and their
needs. You can find them here. Ask friends and family what they think and take on their input. Business
Mission, Vision, and Goalsv This is the aspirational section of your business plan that outlines the purpose and
direction of your business. Can you afford to go business plan-free? Have you thoroughly refined your
business idea so you have a good understanding of how your business will operate? It lists all of your business'
assets and liabilities and works out your net assets. In an interesting debate played out on US site Inc recently ,
entrepreneur Will Hsu claimed startups should jot some ideas onto a whiteboard and get out there into the
marketplace and start selling and then adjust accordingly. Business goals: Concrete goals that outline what
your business is planning to achieve, such as market expansion or building your customer base. Key points in
this article Create your own business plan Letting your business plan work for you How to use the Small
Business Hub business plan This template will help you create your own business plan. Financial templates
Start-up costing - if you're thinking of starting a business, a start-up costing sheet can help determine how
much money you need to start. What should your business plan cover? Read more about emergency
management and why developing a plan can help you prepare, take action and recover from an emergency
situation. But often our dreams run ahead of reality and that's why it's important to lay solid foundations with a
well thought through business plan. Financial calculators - use this template to calculate your key financial
ratios and help you analyse the financial health of your business. It can help to write your business summary at
the end when you have a good understanding of your plan as whole. You should be able to fit up to five
points. Have you completed a feasibility study to determine expected level of success? This may well change,
but until then, you need to get a basic business plan up and running. Work your way through the plan by
filling in the empty boxes section by section, and feel free to add or remove sections if you need to. Before
making a decision about a financial product please consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement for that
financial product. Your thing is protecting your business Our thing is small business insurance How to Write a
Business Plan How to Write a Business Plan Whether you are starting a new business, or growing an existing
venture, a business plan is an essential tool on the road to success. So how do you go about writing your first
plan? Remember your business is unique â€” so adapt the sections below to suit your business, and add any
additional information that may be required by your industry and circumstances. A business plan sets out your
business strategy, and helps you define the priorities of your business and prepare for the future. Planning for
this time can provide a smooth transition and lowers the risk of disruption to your operations. There's no need
to put every step into the action plan. These can be drawn from your SWOT analysis that you have done
earlier. If you aim to raise money in six months, get cracking now. The Toolkit includes:. Business
Description Your business description includes all the basic information about your business, such as its
registration location and premises.. For instance, if you delete a section, the numbering of all the remaining
sections will update on their own.


